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Ceiling with feeling
Vogl’s acoustic perforated ceilings were recently used in a
new theatre and cultural centre at the redeveloped Grand
Canal in the heart of Dublin’s docklands.
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esigned by Daniel Libeskind,
Dublin’s 2,100-seat Grand
Canal Theatre will be used
for musical/roadshow productions.
The Grand Canal Theatre is a
landmark that creates a focus for its
urban context, specifically Grand
Canal Square, the new urban piazza at
the waterfront of Grand Canal Harbour.
The architectural concept of the
theatre is based on stages; the stage
of the theatre itself, the stage of the

Vogl acoustic ceilings are used
throughout Dublin’s Grand Canal
Theatre. © Jarek Matla

piazza and the stage of the multiplelevel theatre lobby above the piazza.
Delivered on time and in budget,
the theatre was the first Irish
construction project to use Vogl
acoustic perforated ceilings. The
acoustic design was carefully
integrated into the striking internal
architecture and Vogl ceilings were
essential in providing a harmonious
balance between the visual, aural
and technical requirements.

Libeskind’s signature iconic
geometric cuts throughout the
structure and envelope of the building
are repeated through the Vogl
ceilings. Over 2,800m² of Vogl ceilings
have been installed by specialist
contractor Errigal Contracts. Using
Vogl’s unique joint system, without

a joint filler, allowed the ceiling
contractor to install a perfectly
seamless and crack-resistant finish
in a fast, efficient and cost-effective
manner. Access to services in and
above ceiling voids is allowed
by the use of Vogl access panels,
which maintain the aesthetics and
performance of the perforated ceiling.
Vogl manufactures a range of quality
ceiling systems that are visually
attractive and practical with high
performance in terms of acoustic
requirements. ●
Further information
Vogl Deckensysteme
www.vogl-ceilingsystems.com

Full range for perfect ceilings
Ceiling systems in form, colour and performance www.vogl-ceilingsystems.com
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Base product are plasterboard ceiling systems that can perform various functions with all the requirements of the modern ceiling design – especially in high-traffic areas.
Acoustics, design, lighting and climate ceilings are our core competencies. In addition to seamless ceilings and stretch ceilings our product portfolio also includes various
types of arches, domes or curved segments as well as our visually attractive, but most of all acoustically highly active acoustic plaster system.
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